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The rapid developments in the information technology arena over the last three decades, have 

seen a huge range of software application solutions being developed for various sectors of the 

economy. Cloud computing delivers tools to support businesses over the Internet, efficiently and 

effectively. However, the key problems currently faced in these cloud architectures are their 

minimal scalability, low latency, availability, network capacity, stability, and privacy to satisfy 

the needs of unified computing systems dependent on the Internet of Things (IoT). A modern 

computational model called Fog computing therefore provides low latency and energy-efficient 

approach to address cloud computing challenges. The study introduces a new architecture to 

embed ensemble deep learning in Edge devices and have applied it to enable automated analysis 

of disease. This architecture provides health care with IoT devices as a fog service and handles 

heart patient data which is effectively captured as user requests. Further, this architecture gathers 

the Cloud resources when Fog devises overload and optimize the architecture performance. The 

proposed architecture was deployed and tested for power usage, network bandwidth, latency, 

reliability, and timely execution efficiency of the proposed model. We used different edge devices 

to implement this architecture like a laptop, Raspberry pi, smartphone, and node MCU. Then they 

are employed as Fog nodes. We used a laptop as a Master Fog node, Raspberry pi as a worker 

node, and also used node MCU to connect sensors to gather patient data. A smartphone is then 

used with a simple android application to communicate through the Fog nodes by Rest API. We 

use a router to create a local network by connecting every node to the router. It was then possible 

to get sensor data to the android application from the node MCU. Then we can send a job request 

to the master node. After obtaining the job request, the master node checks the free worker node 

which is not overloaded and sends the IP address of that worker node back to the mobile 

application. The mobile application sends the data to the worker node with the IP address received 

from the master node and gets the predicted result. Then we developed the ensemble deep learning 

module and implemented it within each worker and the master node. We use Cloud Data Centre 

to predict the result when the Fog environment becomes overloaded and implement this 

architecture and evaluate that against only the Cloud environment. The study identified this 

Cloud-Fog architecture as providing better performance than a simple Cloud architecture. 
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